
                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GREEN ENERGY HERBALS 

 
 

Eherbalnewsletter Issue 13 – February / March 2013 

Hand preparing organic herbal medicinals since 1992 
 

This has been a hot dry summer and by now many of us 
have a longing for the cooler days of autumn and winter. 
Yet high summer is the time for planning the year ahead. 
In dry summer areas, planting comes almost to a standstill, 
while we maintain and prepare for the autumn plantings. 
This is the time for Self to water those internal gardens so 
that they bear a fruitful harvest throughout the year. 
 

It is also the time when it is good to explore Self; to find the 
you that has stepped into today’s shoes and is prepared to 
tread the ever widening path of change. 
 

Our commitment to ourselves and our planet is in urgent 
need of attention. There is a great need to exchange 
evenly with Mother Earth. The hope is the ever growing 
community of those who are aware and are spreading the 
message wherever they can. Thank you. 
 

This newsletter is full of ideas for self growth and self 
healing. Enjoy the read. 
 

THE NATURE OF THINGS 
 

Miracles happen, not in opposition to Nature, but in 
opposition to what we know of Nature. (St. Augustine) 
 

Just as Divinity descends, in a certain manner, to the 
extent that one communicates with Nature, so one 
ascends to Divinity through Nature. (Giordano Bruno) 
 

JUST A THOUGHT 
 

We sometimes need protection against ourselves. Each 
day we are faced with a multitude of choices that we feel 
the need to respond to.  Our hands are our active agents. 
It is the use of our hands that distinguishes us from the 
other life forms on the planet. The hands have been 
termed our other selves and can act intelligently. We work 
with our hands, we look after ourselves with our hands, we 
create works of art and we build our societies, all with our 
hands. The hands have been called the visible part of the 
brain. More nerves run to the hand from the brain than to 
any other part of the body, especially to the fingertips. 
Notice your hands when you are deep in thought. Very 
often you have your fingertips pressed together. This is 
said to set up a circuit in the brain that assists thought. 
Think about it, when you try and remember something, 
your hands instinctively go to your head. Hands have the 
ability to transmit healing through either the laying on of 
hands or by other means, such as cooking. When we 
prepare food for ourselves and others we transmit our 
thoughts to the food and this can add or decrease to the 
value of the food being prepared and by so doing transmit 
harmony. 
 

The positive masculine and negative feminine? In healing 
we use mostly negative magnetism.  Change is slow, but 
unrelentless.  It is not just our country that needs to 
change, but the world. We change the world by changing 
our attitudes. We are all rising stars. Remember that 
Nature deals with survival, not intolerance. For all our 
pollution, in just a few minutes, Nature could do more 
damage than we could do in many lifetimes.  We are the 
generation of learners, those who go forth and share our 
knowledge, in order that the future shall once again be in 
Light.  
 

 

 

IN A STATE OF SELF 
 

Every cell in the body is composed of molecules, then 
atoms, and then sub-atomic atoms. This sub-atomic 
world is a very unusual place. The interesting thing about 
sub-atomic particles is that they have no mass and are 
referred to as “energy packets”.  
 

Does this mean that the body and brain are just packets 
of energy? How do we perceive energy as solid matter? 
As a conglomeration of vibrating energy, we human 
beings perceive the world around us as solid or not 
based on the frequency of the vibrations we encounter 
relative to our own. The faster something is vibrating, the 
more we perceive it as energy. Slower vibrations are 
perceived as solid. All this vibrating energy is contained 
within the electro-magnetic spectrum. 
 

If we see ourselves as a microcosm, we begin the 
understanding of how we fit in within the macrocosm. 
Within each of us are inherent memories, what I call the 
Essences. From the beginning to the end, if you can find 
this point on the circle, we are all composed of different 
Essences at different stages in our infinite journey. 
Together. Whether you believe we are the only life or 
whether you believe there is infinite life on infinite worlds, 
we all hold the same memories. On all worlds. We must, 
we are all part of the All, it is just in the reforming that we 
become apart.  
 

The food we eat is contaminated either by chemically 
fertilized soil or genetically modified seed and to 
counteract this we need to boost our mental systems with 
fresh and innovative natural additives. Many plants, 
vegetables and herbs can be used to attain this fresh 
approach. In ancient time the planting and harvesting of 
food was carefully designed to flow with the most 
auspicious times to eat that particular food. Seed was 
sown during various phases of the moon and sun. 
Harvesting occurred using the same principles. Whether 
you are vegetarian or not any food that you eat can be 
good for you.  Food and knowledge are digested in the 
same way. The origin of grace was to bless whatever you 
were eating, asking that the energies of the universe 
enter into and become one with the somewhat 
fragmented internal Spirit.  In your garden, or a friends, 
are many plants that can bring pleasure, determination 

and peace to your internal world. Spend a sunny day with 

friends making Flower Essences or experimenting with 
combinations of herbal teas. You will find communication 
improves between all involved and many little personal 
issues can be dealt with and so strengthen friendships. 
 

There are a myriad of ways to become completely at 
home on our world. We are living in an age of 
enlightenment and it is our divine inheritance that no one 
should take away from us. The greatest therapy of them 
all is to be at peace with our home and understand the 
opposites that occur in everything. We need paper; we 
grow trees. We need more clean air; we plant forests. 
We need understanding; we open our hearts and minds.  
Let us not become the myth for distant future generations 
to ponder over. 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CURES FROM THE GARDEN 
 

Honeysuckle sweeps across our fences to provide a 

scented barrier from the world. The scent is warming and 
healing and soothes those erratic emotions. The flowers 
can be used in infusions to relieve and heal skin 
inflammations, rashes and sores. A tea to stimulate the 
circulation can be made by adding ½ tsp. fresh flowers to 
1 cup of green or Rooibos tea. Stand covered for 5 
minutes. Strain. Cool slightly. Sip and enjoy. 
 

Scented Roses. A celebration of the senses, rose 

water is for those who love. Add a few drops of rose oil 
and sprinkle scented petals into your bath water to soothe 
the skin and heighten the senses. Add to salads and 
place a petal under each scone before baking.  
 

Strawberries. A cleansing fruit that strengthens the 

body and is especially beneficial to the female 
reproductive system. Make a mask by mashing fresh 
strawberries and apply to a clean skin for 15 minutes. 
Rinse with tepid water. 
 

Nasturtium. The oranges and yellows of this valuable 

plant bring cheer to the heart and aid in allowing the 
healing light to enter. Soak leaves in water for around 10 
minutes. Pat dry with a damp cloth and pack onto 
buttered bread for a healthy antiseptic internal cleanse. 
Add the flowers to salads to aid digestion. A nasturtium 
facial steam is a good remedy for acne. 

 

Sweet Basil. This is a good herb for breastfeeding 

mothers as it aids in increasing milk production. 1 tsp to ½ 
cup boiling water. Infused covered for 10 minutes. Strain, 
cool and sip. Do not use for more than 2 days at a time. 
Hanging bunches in the house deters flies and removes 
negativity from the home. 
 

Sage.  An all round antiseptic for the body. Mouth and 

throat infections are easily overcome by infusing 1 tsp. of 
dried sage (3 tbsp. fresh herb) to 2 cups boiling water for 
10 minutes. remember to cover the container. Gargle with 
the strained mixture but do not swallow. Sage assists in 
regulating erratic menstruation and combined with lemon 
balm makes a distressing tea. This herb is used regularly 
for menopausal challenges and assists in drying up 
breast milk so should not be used by breastfeeding 
mothers. 
 

Mint. An ideal tea for those hot days when we need 

internal cooling and relief from the tiredness that heat so 
often generates. Infuse 1 tsp dried or 1 tbsp fresh herb to 
1 cup boiling water for 10 minutes. This tea aids 
digestion, decreases nausea mild headaches and eases 
symptoms of PMS. Hanging bunches of peppermint 
around the house is good to keep infections at bay. 
 

And in General 
 

Calendula petals can be infused and used as a nasal 

wash for sinus problems and to relieve period pain and 
IBS symptoms.. 
 

 An infusion of Fenugreek helps with allergies and hay 

fever.  
 

Mullein flowers are infused to soothe asthma attacks as 

well as sinus problems.  
 

Elder leaves and flowers bring relief to colds, chills 

fevers and also alleviates rheumatism and hay fever. 
 

Marjoram is good for coughs, infections of the mouth 

and throat and any diarrhoea that may occur. 

CRYSTAL TALK 
 

VESUVIANITE 
ENERGY IN MOTION 

 

Vesuvianite is all about you. This lovely stone travels your 
inner pathways opening your thoughts to determination 
and manifestation. It brings about a balance – the 
physical, mental and spiritual. It brings connection. It is 
transforming. 

 
 Also known as Idocrase 

Vesuvianite has long been used in powder form to relieve 
chronic illnesses. Living in a rural area as I do, I always 
wear this stone when travelling into the city as it forms a 
protective barrier around me – relieving the unseen 
effects of inner city pollution. It is also very useful as an 
aid to depression and assists us in assimilating the 
nutrients from the food we eat.  Vesuvianite stimulates 
action! A powerful heart chakra stone. 
 

It can help to create a sense of inner security, can open 
the mind and stimulate our sense of inventiveness and the 
urge to discover and find out about things.  
 

Vesuvianite should be worn or placed upon your person 
when you are faced with a challenge. It is then able to 
create a free flow within the inner realms wherein you can 
soar as high as Self wishes you to go. Vesuvianite takes 
you on a journey of self discovery and enables 
understanding of your place and destiny in the world. 
 
 

A WORD ON FORGETTING 
 

No other human act is as powerful as forgetting. Death 
pales by comparison to forgetting. Forgetting has buried 
unknowable thousands of us. Forgetting has emptied 
whole vistas. It has crushed civilisations. It has erased 
entire species of living things. It has emptied languages. It 
has even destroyed the gods themselves. Remembering 
is a fragile instant. Forgetting is eternity. 
 

And then there’s the truly indestructible stuff – like carbon, 
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen etc – others, too, that I’ve 
forgotten. The stuff of proteins and nucleic acids – stuff 
entrusted to us by the stars. And stuff that somehow 
makes all of us the fanciful things we are. Every bit of this 
Earth that was us we leave behind, too. 
Every rusted atom of iron ever given to any human came 
to him or her used, and every one of those atoms is still 
here, somewhere.   
 

Only forgetting is final.  
 
 

(Quoted from G. N. Callahan – Faith, Madness and Spontaneous Human 

Combustion – What Immunology can Teach Us About Self Perception) 
 

PRODUCT NEWS 
 

Our herbal ointments are effective and multifunctional, 
formulated and hand prepared to heal a variety of 
ailments. Ointments are in 50 ml or 100 ml glass 
containers. Larger quantities are also catered for. 
 

Wild Herb Muscle Balm to promote circulation, ease 
deep muscle trauma and provide oxygen to those areas 
that need it the most. 
 

Calendula & Hemp provides very dry skin with the 
moisture it needs to keep healthy and glowing. 
 

Comfrey Aloe & Elderflower is the replenishment herbal 
to soothe and heal burns, sunburn, and is a highly 
effective psoriasis treatment. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS 
 

Ensuring you have flowers in your meditation space gives 
strength to your inner purpose. For aeons flowers were 
used to convey silent messages and are still used to 
promote inner energy. 
 

White Chrysanthemum brings truth and clarity. 
 

Peppermint or oak leaf Geranium is given as a sign of 
true friendship. 
 

Gladiolus shows that you recognise strength of 
character. 
 

Aloe gives a show of affection for self and others... 
 

Chamomile gives energy in adversity, clearing the way 
for acceptable outcomes. 
 

Coreopsis keeps you cheerful and at peace. 
 

Dandelion focuses self to see clearly as though you were 
your own oracle. 
 

Fern keeps you sincere to yourself and in your dealings 
with others. 

 

RECIPES FROM THE PAST 
 

Shampoo for Weak Hair - Originally this recipe called for 
castile soap but if you cannot find this then use an olive 
oil soap. Pour a pint of boiling water over 3 ounces of 
grated soap. Keep mixture at boiling point without 
cooking until the soap is completely melted. Pour into a 
jar and allow to set. When you want to use this, mix a 
tablespoonful with a raw egg and a pinch of bicarbonate 
of soda. Beat together well and rub into the scalp using a 
herbal water. 
 

Here are a few ideas for your herbal waters. The general 
rule is to take a good handful of fresh herbs or 6 
tablespoons of dried herb to 1 litre of water. Cover 
container and allow to infuse until tepid. 
 

For greasy hair – rosemary and witch hazel. Add a few 
drops rosemary oil. 
 

For dry hair – orange blossoms and chamomile flowers. 
Add a few drops chamomile or neroli oil. 
 

Making your hair grow – cut your hair on the first day of 
the new moon. As the moon increases so does your hair! 
Take 3 teaspoons of honey and 3 handfuls of vine 
tendrils. Pound the tendrils well and press out all the 
juices which you then mix with the honey. Wash your hair 
with this mixture. 

 

 
 

 
 

Contact Michele Slabbert 
Herbalist / Traditional Health Care Practitioner 

 

Email: herbalist@greenenergyherbals.co.za  
 

web pages: www.greenenergyherbals.co.za  
 

Consultations by appointment and also by  

email for convenience 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Contact Lois Stahl 
Mayan Astrologer & Reiki Master 

 

Email: masonwaspstudio@telkomsa.net 
 

Follow Lois on Facebook at Astro Readings 

 

NATURAL PEST AND DISEASE CONTROL. 

With Lois Stahl 

Nature is a friend and not an enemy --- we need to work 
together, 
 

Fighting with nature the current problems increase and 
become more difficult so it makes common sense to learn 
to work with nature.  Nature has much to teach us and is 
an expert in recycling energy and nutrients and keeping a 
balance.  
 

THE BOLLWORM  -- HELIOTHIS ARMIGERA. 
 

The Heliothis bollworm larvae feed on the buds and 
young bolls of the plants mentioned below.   
Beans – brinjals – cucurbits – maize – peas – potatoes – 
tomatoes as well as citrus and deciduous trees. 
 

The life cycle of the moth is 3 weeks and it lays up to 
1500 eggs during the night on the leaves, buds or flowers 
of the host plant.  The eggs hatch in 3 – 6 days into 
caterpillars which live for approximately 3 weeks in warm 
weather passing through 5 stages.  The caterpillars drop 
to the ground before developing into moths where the 
Lacewing larvae and spiders predate on the bollworm. 
 

The caterpillar varies in colour, being dark beige when 
young but later becoming green, brown or reddish pink.  
They grow to about 35mm long and have a characteristic 
pale yellow longitudinal stripe down each side. 
 

RECOMMENDED REMEDIES - For small areas hand 
picking the caterpillars off or having hens picking them out 
works best.  However, besides that,   the most 
preventative measure to take is to plant the below 
mentioned plants in between the crops as these plants 
have the ability to kill a wide range of insects. 
 

Marigolds  --  khaki weed  -- chillies  --  feverfew  --  garlic 
and onions (however garlic and onions do not go well with 
beans and peas.)  
 

SPRAYS - Marigold and/or khaki weeds can be made into 
an effective spray against a wide range of insects, ants 
and beetles, nematodes and fungi. 
 

APPLICATION - Crush 100 – 200 g of leaves, roots, and 
flowers and pour on 1 litre of boiling water.  Allow to soak 
for 24 hours and then spray onto plants or soil. 

 
 

 

APHIDS (APHIDIDAE SPP) 
 

Host plants - Most plants, shrubs and trees and 
particularly the tender young shoots. 
 

As aphids are sap feeders the cause a lot of damage in 
large numbers and can remove sufficient sap to kill off 
leaves and the growing tips.  They are very important 
vectors of plant viruses and the honeydew they produce 
attracts a large number of other pests like ants and fruit 
flies. 
 

Lifecycle - Young aphids are produced directly from the 
mother without the egg stage.  There are no males in the 
warmer areas of the world.  These insects usually are 
wingless but will produce wings and fly to other plants 
when the host plant becomes overcrowded.  Flying aphids 
can be carried long distances with the wind.  Young 
aphids are said to be spread by the ants feeding on the 
honeydew. 
 

Hoverfly larvae and ladybirds eat up 250 aphids a day 
and other predators are lacewing larvae, parasitic wasps, 
praying mantis and small birds like the Cape Witogie.- 
white eye.(Zosterpidae) 

 

mailto:michele.herbalist@gmail.com?subject=Newsletter%2011
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IDENTIFICATION - Adult aphids are only a few 

millimetres long.  They are round and plump and the 
colour of each species is different, varying from yellow, 
green, brown, grey, what and black.  The woolly aphid 
looks like a small piece of cotton wool.  All species tend to 
cluster close together on the tender parts of the plant.  
They are soft-bodied and can be squashed easily with the 
fingers.  Aphids form wings only when they are 
overcrowded and need to migrate. . 
 

RECOMMENDED REMEDIES - By growing healthy plants 
and using compost in preference to manure the plants 
develop their own inbuilt resistance to aphid attacks. 
Manures and artificial fertilizers, particularly nitrates, 
produce sappy fleshy plant tissue that is attractive to the 
aphids, Plant diversity can successfully control aphids as 
well. Growing Garlic, chives, marigold, nasturtiums, 
parsley onions and other pungent herbs as companion 
plants also repel certain species of aphid, particularly 
greenfly.  Nasturtiums grown as companion plants are 
recommended for repelling woolly aphids or as a spray to 
kill them and pigeon pea is said to repel green and grey 
aphids. Milkweed, thistle and black nightshade are good 
trap or decoy plants to attract aphids away from the main 
crop. 
 

The presence of large numbers of aphids on plants is an 
indication that the plant is not healthy and compost and 
correct watering are essential for healthy plants.  Shallow 
watering cause the roots to turn upwards to get to the 
water and this create s weak plants.  
 

 

ANTS:  FORMICIDAE 
The small black ants which encourage aphids are those 
which most interest the gardener or farmer.  They are 
attracted to the honeydew produced by the aphid and they  
transport young aphids from one location to another 
thereby spreading diseases carried by the aphids.  The 
ants also scare away predators but many species of ants 
assist the gardener by killing off insect pests such as 
cutworm, stalk borer, spider mites, termites and others. 
 

LIFE CYCLE - Ants are small insects which nest 
underground, usually making use of existing cavities 
under rocks and among roots.  A colony consists of a king 
and a queen and a large number of workers.  The queen 
lays clusters of small white eggs which are then moved to 
a safe place by the workers.  In addition to feeding on the 
honeydew secreted by the aphids and scale insects, ants 
feed on a wide variety of other insects, many of which are 
potential pests. 
 

Ants release chemicals which enable them to recognise 
companions from the same colony to raise the alarm or to 
sting enemies. 
 

RECOMMENDED REMEDIES - Strong smelling plants 
like khaki weed – herbs or tomatoes act as deterrents 
when grown amongst plants. 
The tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) is a wonderful 
insecticidal repellent and prevents egg laying as well as 
being bactericidal and fungicidal. 
 

ASH - Wood ash is effective but ash from specific 
vegetation is more effective against specific insects.  The 
ash from the Acacia tree is very effective against 
numerous insects and ants. 
 

Some household ants can also effectively be repelled by 
sprinkling baby powder and lime. 
 

The small black garden ants which harvest the aphid have 
been found to be most effectively deterred by a spray 
made from black jacks sees or Khaki weed.  Spray made 
from rhubarb leaves or tomato leaves will exterminate the 
ants. 

 

THE AMAZING GROWTH AND 
 MOVEMENT OF PLANTS. 

 

Plants Move as gracefully and freely as any human or 
animal, except they do it at a much slower pace. No 
plant is without movement and all growth is a series of 
movements.  Plants are constantly preoccupied with 
bending, turning and quivering.  Thousands of polyp like 
arms reach, tremble and quiver in their eagerness for 
new support for the heavier stalks behind them.  When a 
tendril sweeps a full circle and reaches a new perch it 
starts to curve around the object and winds itself so 
firmly it is hard to tear away.  A climbing tree that needs 
a prop will creep towards the nearest support.  Should 
this be shifted the plant will change its course into the 
new direction.   
 

The roots burrow inquiringly into the earth, the buds and 
twigs swing in definite circles and the leaves and 
blossoms bend and shiver with change.  Tendrils reach 
out with ghostly arms to feel their surroundings but to 
see these things takes time to observe and to know.  
Plants grow in opposite directions, partly burrowing into 
the grounds as if attracted by gravity and partly shooting 
up into the air as if pulled by some form of antigravity or 
levity. 
 

The roots are similar to the brain and they burrow 
constantly downwards with thin threads, moving into the 
soil and tasting it as they go.  Small hollow chambers in 
which a ball of starch can rattle, indicate to the root tips 
the direction of the pull of gravity.  When the earth is dry 
the roots turn towards moister ground, finding their way 
into various places as they stretch, developing an energy 
that can bore through concrete.  The burrowing cells of 
the root get worn out from stones, pebbles and grains of 
sand and are replaced but when a source of 
nourishment is reached, they die and are replaced by 
cells designed to dissolve mineral salts and collect the 
resulting elements.  This basic nourishment is passed 
from cell to cell up through the plant, which constitutes a 
single unit of protoplasm which is a watery or gelatinous 
substance considered the basis of physical life.  
The root is a water pump with water acting as a universal 
solvent raising the elements from root to leaf, 
evaporating and falling back to earth to act once more as 
the medium for this chain of live.  The leaves of an 
ordinary sunflower will transpire in a day as much water 
as a man perspires.   
 

Plants are capable of intent.  They can stretch towards, 
or seek out what they want in ways as mysterious as the 
most fantastic known thing to us. Far from existing inertly 
plants appear to perceive and to react to what is 
happening in their environment at a level of 
sophistication far surpassing that of humans.  Plants 
seem to know which ants will steal their nectar, closing 
when these ants are about and opening only when there 
is enough dew on their stems to keep the ants from 
climbing.  There are sophisticated Acacias that actually 
enlist the protective services of certain ants which the 
tree rewards with nectar in return for the ant’s protection 
against other insects and herbivorous mammals. 
 

The Acacia tree is also capable of communicating with 
other trees. When the giraffe eats the tips of the tree it 
will after a short spell emit a bitter taste in its leaves that 
deters the giraffe but not only will it do it for itself but it 
will communicate to the other trees which follow suit and 
do the same. 
 

The ingenuity of plants and trees is quite phenomenal 
and above all they provide us with oxygen and make our 
planet habitable. 

 


